
MAY 10 – Developer & Database Day 
  
  

10-11: We made your productivity more productive with CLion - Jetbrains.  
 
-How common is it to use CLion amongs C++ developers? 
CLion is growing very fast. CLion is the market leading tool for Linux and Mac, and still works very 
well on Windows also. 
 
 
-What platforms can you create applications for in CLion? 
CLion is a cross-platform IDE that works on Windows, OS X, and Linux. Only 64-bit platforms are 
supported due to the Java memory limitations on 32-bit systems. 
 
 
-How is CLion offered in regards to licenses? 
CLion is offered as subscription based licenses where support and maintenance is included in price.  
  
 
When you added the first constructor it passed the string by const-ref, but then suggested it should 
pass by value and move. Why is it confused about how to pass a string? 
  
Idioms change, and vary from project to project. Pass by const-ref is still the more widely used - and 
expected - idiom. In most cases the pass-by-value then move idiom will perform better, but may be 
less familiar. So we generate the more common form, but offer the newer approach, too. Maybe 
we’ll change the default at some point” 
  
You showed how you could run a specific test case from the gutter icon - or context menu - but what 
about running a specific section? 
  
As it is right now you can’t do that in CLion using the integrated runner - although you can do it by 
adding a specific command line in the run config. Resharper C++ - our plug-in for visual studio - 
which also has it’s own test runner - can do it. I added the command line to Catch specifically to 
support ReSharper C++. We haven’t gotten around to adding the support to CLion, yet - but I 
understand it’s on the plan and may even go into the next release” 
  
 
Can you work across different CPU architectures - e.g. working locally on an Intel processor, against a 
remote ARM machine? 
  
Yes! This demo was a bit cut down to give you a flavour, but you can absolutely either do cross-
compilation and remote debug, or remote build and debug on a different architecture. In my 
dedicated remote dev webinar I go through an example of debugging on a Raspberry Pi from my 
Mac” 
 


